
Drum Circle Playshop (DCP) is a very unique Teambuilding programme that is 
ideal for many purposes and occasions. It can be a fullscale 1 Day Teambuilding
or just a 3 hours energizer after lunch, as a finale to a very exhausting brain 
wrecking conference or part of the Annual Dinner programme. Our DCP is ideal
for 30 - 500 pax in 1 single session. Never before is there another teambuilding
programme that can involve such a large group, where  every participant is 
involved together to achieve a single goal from the start to the end - THE 
ORCHESTRA Level. Imagine your entire team performing like a band in a short  
duration of 2 hours, even without any musical background. What a 
transformation! Our DCP is about getting the entire team to achieve something
UNIMAGINABLE and MIRACULOUS. That's the secret of the POWER of  T.E.A.M.

"Together Everyone Achieves Miracles" 

BUILDING T.E.A.M.S
DRUM CIRCLE 

PLAYSHOP

THRU' RHYTHM



WHAT TO EXPECT ??
•  Achieving a common goal together regardless of 

•  job hierarchy, department, race, religion or creed 

•  Builds effective teams and empowers community 

•  Promotes creativity and “can-do” mindset 

•  Opens minds to new ideas 

•  Promotes self-confidence by removing fear 

•  Promotes the concept of “teaching-without- teaching” 

•  Facilitates communication – listening skills and body language 

•  Builds trust and confidence 

•  Inspires community spirit and oneness towards a common goal 

•  Enhances wellness and health 

•  Helps reduce stress and release negative energy 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Email:  drallenteh@goteams.biz
Call/Whatsapp: +6019-3523082 (Dr Allen Teh) 
www.facebook.com/goteams.biz
www.drumcircleplayshop.com

Metaphorical Lesson:- 

There is no shortcut to achieve goals. Need to go through the process of 

“climbing” Level 1 to Level 4 until orchestra level.  

• Level 1 (Individual Consciousness) = Emphasise importance of core 
values, mission and vision of company as foundation to future success,
be it company achievement of goals or relationships with colleagues 
and family members. No Level 1, no orchestra

• Level 2 (Group Consciousness) = Sends message that to achieve 
Orchestra Level, everyone needs to play together as one and not as 
an individual. This promotes the Teamwork concept very well. All 
members must start thinking about “WE/US” and not “I/ME” 

• Level 3 (Percussion Ensemble) = Emphasise importance of diversity 
within the team, people with minor roles are equally important, just as
small shakers and tambourines are also important to add special 
effects to the orchestra, and not just drums alone. 

• Level 4 (Orchestra) = After passing Levels 1 – 3, the group will achieve
Orchestra Level where there must be music, melody, singing by the 
group. There is no guarantee that the group will achieve orchestra and
this talks about the fact that there is no guarantee of success for the 
team/company/business. 

The only security or insurance for success is when the team works 
together in unity. Once the group hits orchestra level, the entire 
negative mindset and “cannot do attitude” will be shattered, because 
it seemed so impossible for people without any musical background. 
Very powerful reminder that all things are possible, but we must believe
in ourselves and the power of the team. 

People learn the most by 
having fun! When they play 
together, they stay together

- A Wise Leader

Dr Allen TehDr Allen Teh




